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Dear parents,
All products you find in this brochure are basics of Christiane
Wegner range.
Products are manufactured in Germany. Excellent
workmanship and lovely details give our products a unique
character.
Details for bassinet
We guarantee a high quality level by using only fabrics
according to Ökotex Standard 100.
The padding is breathable, allows moisture to pass through
and is anti allergic.

Details for prams
Our range offers you a high quality level with a lot of
innvations.
All fabrics and fillings do comply Ökotex Standard 100.
Chassis parts are produced according to the instructions of
DIN EN 66353.
A growing belt system fixes your baby inside the stroller. It
belongs to each seat unit. Also a raincover.
The soft carry cot do have the size of 79 x 34 cm and is
changeable into foot-muff.

All basis are made of solid beech wood according DIN EN
1130. The lacquering is harmless to health and complies with
toy standard EN 71-3.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate asking us.

Wellness for your baby

Yours
Christiane Wegner Team

To make your baby feel comfortable and secure, all borders of
the bassinet do have a soft upholstery and are stuffed with
anti allergic paddings.

Bassinet with canopy, size 43 x 83 cm, lacquer nature
Art. Nr.: 84-14 na 500

Long term use
The big size of the bassinet (83 x 43 cm) allows you a longer
use during the growth of your baby. Also bassinet allows you
a high mobility inside your house. Your baby is always nearest
to you.

Cradle with wickerwork, size 45 x 88 cm, lacquer nature
Art. Nr.: 20-10 na ecru-114

Cradle with wickerwork, size 45 x 88 cm, lacquer honey
Art. Nr.: 20-10 ho 928

Pinafore, size 43 x 83 cm, lacquer honey
Art. Nr.: 82-29 ho 467

Bassinet with hood, size 43 x 83 cm, lacquer nature
Art. Nr.: 82-13 na 866

Bassinet with hood, size 43 x 83 cm, lacquer colonial
Art. Nr.: 82-23 tb 113

Bassinet with canopy, size 43 x 83 cm, lacquer white
Art. Nr.: 82-24 ws 510

Bassinet with canopy, size 43 x 83 cm, lacquer white
Art. Nr.: 85-24 ws 502

Bassinet standard, size 43 x 83 cm, lacquer honey
Art. Nr.: 98-22 ho 930

Bassinet nostalgic, size 43 x 83 cm, lacquer nature
Art. Nr.: 96-16 na 937

Bassinet nostalgic, size 43 x 83 cm, lacquer nature
Art. Nr.: 96-16 na 933

Bassinet nostalgic, size 43 x 83 cm, lacquer nature
Art. Nr.: 96-16 na 929

Bassinet nostalgic with conopy, size 43 x 83 cm, lacquer nature
Art. Nr.: 90-17 na ecru-114

Bassinet nostalgic with Cabane, size 43 x 83 cm, lacquer nature
Art. Nr.: 90-17 na 954 C

Bassinet nostalgic with diagonal canopy, size 43 x 83 cm,
lacquer nature
Art. Nr.: 90-18 na 060

All accessories are available in all designs.

Cushion mobile filled with
lavendula
More informations you will find
on our homepage
Diaper Changing pad, made from coated fabric, water
resistant and mashine washable, size 85 x 75 cm
Art. Nr.: H ZU WA (colour)

Cotton quilt, made from soft cotton, size 90 x 75 cm.
Useable for pram and bassinet.
Art. Nr.: H ZU KD (colour)

Bed-Set made from canopy, upholstery,
sheet 100/135
Art. Nr.: H ZU BS 928

Bamboo quilt, made from 100 %
bamboo terry, very soft material, anti
allergic
Art. Nr.: H ZU BD (colour)
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Cushion filled with cherry stone and
lavendula
Art. Nr.: H ZU kkl (colour)

Sleeping bag 70 cm, bed sheet 80/80 cm backwards
made from very soft cotton
Art. Nr.: H ZU SS 70 cm (colour)
Art. Nr.: H ZU BW 80/80 cm (colour)
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Teleclip as push chair

80 cm

Teleclip folded size

Teleclip with swivel wheels

New form

Teleclip
Teleclip is a pram with a swing handle. It can be folded
together from both sides (front or behind). When folded it
fits into the smallest boot.
Big advantage of Teleclip is hight itself. Mostly phantastic for
tall parents. Children, when sitting in push chair, has better
look into environment, because of high seat unit.
It has a unique set up mechanism, which can even be done
single handed. If you remove the carry nest you have a
compact push chair.
The convertible carry nest has a lying measurement of 79 x 34
cm. An aluminium frame guarantees you a high stability. Also
you can choose a hard carry cot, including mattress and foot
muff. Lying measurement: 89 x 35 cm.
The weight including wheels and hood is 13,6 kg.

Tandem as push chair

Tandem with diagonal traverse

Tandem as single push chair

Trio-Lift as push chair

Trio-Lift with diagonal traverse

Trio-Lift as single push chair

Tandem
Tandem-Lift is a versatile and sturdy pram for two babies.
When using the lift-traverse both seats can be adjusted to the
desired position. For the push chair that means that baby
sitting at the back looks over the baby sitting in the front.
The seats can be adjusted to either position (front or back)
and so allowing for a face to face positioning. (Width 62 cm).
It offers you the possibility, by means of a diagonal traverse,
so that both children can sit beside each other. (Width 82 cm).
Of course the Tandem can easily be converted to a single
pram.
The frame can easily be folded with it`s attachments and thus
easily be set up again. Took apart it fits also to smaller boots.

Trio-Lift
Trio-Lift is a triplet pram with many functions. The triplets
can look forward to lying in very soft and big carry nests.
The length of the pram can be shortened with the lifttraverse function.
When the carry nests have been removed your children can
also be converted to a twins pram or a single pram.
Each unit is equipped with a belt system, good upholstery and
a rain cover.

It can be used from 0 to 36 month approximately and is
available in different designs.

The Trio-Lift hast a soft suspension and for your childrens
safety it is also fitted with two brakes. It is available in
different designs.

Folded measurements incl. attachments and wheels:
length 120 cm, width 61 cm, height 47 cm.

Measurements keep out from our homepage.

Folded measurements without attachments:
length 108 cm, width 61 cm, height 38 cm.

Accessories for all prams can be done very easily. It is up to
your desire.

